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Wikipedia
 Wikipedia:

− Founded 2001
− Today: top 5 website by visitors
− 40% of UK internet users regularly access
− “Free” copyright 
− “Anyone can edit”

 100,000 volunteers regularly do
− 17,000,000 articles
− 250 languages
− 7,500,000 images



The Foundation
 Wikimedia Foundation:

− Host & operate Wikipedia
− Also host nine other projects
− Small US charity with 32 staff
− Turnover $10m in 2009-10



Wikimedia UK
 Wikimedia UK:

− UK association of Wikimedia volunteers
− Recognized by Foundation, but 

independent
− One of 29 chapters across the world
− Founded 2008
− Objects: promote, support Wikipedia, 

free content



Our goals - support free and 
open knowledge



• Wikipedia – Encyclopaedia 
containing more than 13m 
articles in 266 languages

• Page Views on a ‘typical’ 
day

• English  – 8.5m per hour
• Japanese - 1.5m per hour
• German  - 1.26m per hour
• Spanish – 1.07m per hour
• French – 0.74m per hour

• Active Editors in English
• 40,000 (more than 5 edits in 

last month)

Our scale 



Wikiversity – a collection and 
categorisation of educational and 
research material and activities 

Wikimedia Commons – repository 
of images, sounds, videos & general 
media containing more than 5m files

Wikinews – News source 
containing original reporting by 
citizen journalists from many 
countries

Wikispecies – Directory of species 
data on animalia, plantae, fungi, 
bacteria, archaea, protista and all 
forms of life

Our Projects 



Wiktionary – A dictionary 
cataloguing meanings, synonyms, 
etymologies and translations

Wikibooks – Collection of free 
educational textbooks and learning 
materials

Wikisource – Project to provide and 
translate free source documents 
such as public domain texts

Wikiquote – Collection of quotations 
structured in numerous ways

Our Projects 



The 3 Pillars of Wikipedia



NPOV – Neutral point of view
• All Wikipedia articles and other encyclopaedic content must 
be written from a neutral point of view. 

• This means representing fairly, proportionately, and as far as 
possible without bias, all significant views that have been 
published by reliable sources. 

• This is non-negotiable and expected of all articles and all 
editors.



Verifiability
• All material in Wikipedia articles must be attributable to a 
reliable published source to show that it is not original research

• Anything challenged or likely to be challenged, including all 
quotations, must be attributed to a reliable source in the form of 
an inline citation, 

• The source directly supports the material in question.

• Anything that requires but lacks a source may be removed,



No original research

•Wikipedia does not publish original thought: all material in 
Wikipedia must be attributable to a reliable, published source. 

•Articles may not contain any new analysis or synthesis of 
published material that serves to advance a position not 
clearly advanced by the sources



Building a Wikipedia Strategy



The “Freemium” concept
• Release basic content free
• Gives millions a glimpse of what you do
• You need a Wikipedia strategy
• Saxon State Library experience:

– 250,000 low res images donated
– Major increase in traffic, high res image 

sales
• Tate Britain – 28% traffic comes from WP
• Give away a sample – see hits to web rise



The “Gift Economy”
Digital Age is hungry for content; budget is limited
 All content is “free”

− No charge to access or reuse
− No permissions required
− No restrictions on reuse or revision

 Except: must attribute
 Altered works must also be free

 CC-BY-SA; GDFL; PD or Fair use
 Limited collection of “fair use” logos



What's available?
 Wikipedia articles on nearly any subject
 Extensive image library
 Maps of anywhere you can think of

− See also OpenStreetMap
 Photographs, diagrams, composite images
 Definitions
 Wiki software
 Apps for mobiles
 Dictionaries for schools in Africa



How can I use it?
 Embed information into your webpages

− BBC
 Use images to illustrate yours content

− EU Observer
 Online and offline

− Wikipedia for Schools CD
 Intranet wiki

− Multinational company, suggestion 
scheme





http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:BBC_Broadcasting_House.jpg

BBC Wildlife Finder





Contributions as “soft” 
advertising

• Attribution (esp images) can work for you
• Do your clients have unused archives?
• Low cost, currently unused?
• Build positive image among Wikipedia 

community
• Raise profile with specialist interest 

groups
• Imagine having your client's name on the 

Front Page of the world's fifth website?



Featured picture



But my client already has a 
page...



Your client's reputation
• Your client may have a Wikipedia page
• Common source of information for:

– Potential clients/partners
– Employees
– Potential employers
– Suppliers

• May contain negative information
• May want to add content



Correcting errors
• Factually incorrect and unevidenced or 

unencyclopaedic:
– Complain to info@wikimedia.org
– Can remove
– Can delete page history
– Can “protect” page – exceptional abuse

• Or – edit yourself
–          Beware “whitewashing” (can 

backfire)
–          Conflicts of interest

mailto:info@wikimedia.org


Conflicts of interest

• Complex area
• Diversity of practice, subject to change
• Golden Rules:

– Disclose – Talk page, User Page
– Defer – to unconflicted users
– Contribute on talk pages?

• Paid contributions
– Highly controversial – tread carefully!



Adding content

• All facts must be verified
– Reliable sources

• Guardian ok, personal blog not

• All article subjects must be notable
– “Multiple significant coverage in 

independent reliable sources”
• Own website doesn't count
• Nor does a trade directory (not “significant 

coverage”)



What else...



Quality 
Nature chose articles from Encyclopaedia Britannica and 
Wikipedia 

Wide range of topics and sent them to what it called "relevant" 
field experts for peer review. 

The experts then compared the competing articles--one from 
each site on a given topic--side by side, but were not told 
which article came from which site. 

It averaged out to 2.92 mistakes per article for Britannica and 
3.86 for Wikipedia. 

Read more: http://news.cnet.com/Study-Wikipedia-as-accurate-as-Britannica/2100-1038_3-5997332.html#ixzz11UwVP3SC

http://news.cnet.com/Study-Wikipedia-as-accurate-as-Britannica/2100-1038_3-5997332.html


PR industry – the community is 
nervous

The reason this discussion is still on the table could be that PR 
is viewed as 'outside' of the organisation, a functional add-on

Whose interest does its expertise and intervention serve

What forms does this intervention take 

– Persuasive

-  Factual 

-  Is it neutral?



Don’t forget it is an encyclopaedia

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dictionary_through_lens.JPG

• This fact dictates the style of words
• It needs to be educational & informative
• It must not be partisan or bias
• It must be trustworthy from notable sources
• These sources should be as independent as possible to 

build trust
• Building trust takes time

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c1/Dictionary_through_lens.JPG
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